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Non-technical summary

Research Question
The banking sector can generate important feedback eects on the macroeconomy. First,
the banking sector may amplify aggregate shocks, thereby causing larger business cycle
uctuations. Second, it may originate shocks, e.g. due to bank capital losses. In both
cases, nancial frictions are the driving force for the transmission of the eects to the real
economy and the banks' ability to provide loans.

Contribution
We combine macroeconomic nancial modeling, Gertler and Karadi (2011), and applied
microeconometric estimations of bank balance sheet data from Germany. Our discussion
paper provides a valuable contribution concerning the role of the German banking system for the macroeconomy. In addition, our results reach beyond the German case and
are relevant for other economies as well.

Overall, with this paper we seek to make a

rst step towards stimulating the interaction between both applied macroeconomics and
microeconometrics in the nancial frictions literature.

Results
This discussion paper shows how the estimated co-movement between bank capital and
loan supply at the microeconomic level can be connected to the DSGE model developed
by Gertler and Karadi. We nd that the actual elasticity of banks' loan supply is considerably lower than in the original model.

But even applying this lower elasticity we

conclude that the banking system is highly relevant for the macroeconomy. Given that
our microeconomic estimations are not tailored to a particular model, this paper sets the
stage for future research to analyze whether models other than that of Gertler and Karadi
lead to similar conclusions.

Nichttechnische Zusammenfassung

Fragestellung
Der Bankensektor kann wichtige Rückkopplungseekte auf die Makroökonomie erzeugen.
Erstens werden durch ihn aggregierte Schocks verstärkt, wodurch gröÿere konjunkturelle
Schwankungen entstehen. Zweitens kann er Schocks verursachen, beispielsweise durch Kapitalverluste bei Banken. In beiden Fällen sind Friktionen im Finanzsektor die treibende
Kraft für die Übertragung der Auswirkungen auf die Realwirtschaft und die Fähigkeit der
Banken zur Bereitstellung von Krediten.

Beitrag
Wir kombinieren die makroökonomische Modellierung des Finanzsektors nach dem Modell von Gertler und Karadi (2011) mit mikroökonometrischen Schätzungen basierend
auf deutschen Bankbilanzdaten. Unser Diskussionspapier liefert einen wertvollen Beitrag
zur Rolle des deutschen Bankensystems für die Makroökonomie. Darüber hinaus sind
unsere Erkenntnisse nicht auf Deutschland beschränkt, d.h. unsere Forschung hat auch
Relevanz für andere Volkswirtschaften. Insgesamt machen wir mit diesem Papier einen
ersten Schritt in Richtung der Interaktion zwischen angewandter Makroökonomie und
Mikroökonometrie als Beitrag zur Literatur über Friktionen im Finanzsektor.

Ergebnisse
In diesem Diskussionspapier zeigen wir, wie der geschätzte Gleichlauf von Bankkapital
und Kreditangebot auf der mikroökonomischen Ebene mit dem von Gertler und Karadi entwickelten DSGE-Modell verbunden werden kann. Wir kommen zu der Erkenntnis,
dass die tatsächliche Elastizität des Kreditangebots der Banken erheblich geringer ist
als im ursprünglichen Modell. Jedoch selbst bei Anwendung dieser geringeren Elastizität
kommen wir zu dem Schluss, dass das Bankensystem eine hohe Relevanz für die Makroökonomie hat. Da unsere mikroökonomischen Schätzungen nicht auf ein bestimmtes
Modell zugeschnitten sind, können die empirischen Ergebnisse auch im Kontext anderer
makroökonomischer Modelle verwendet werden. Auf dieser Basis kann analysiert werden,
ob andere Modelle zu ähnlichen Erkenntnissen führen.
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Abstract

In the presence of nancial frictions, banks' capital position may constrain their ability to provide loans. The banking sector may thus have important feedback eects
on the macroeconomy. To shed new light on this issue, we combine two approaches.
First, we use microeconomic balance sheet data from Germany and estimate banks'
loan supply response to capital changes. Second, we modify the model of Gertler
and Karadi (2011) such that it can be calibrated to the estimated partial equilibrium
elasticity of bank loan supply with respect to bank capital. Although the targeted
elasticity is remarkably dierent from the one in the baseline model, banks continue
to be an important originator and amplier of macroeconomic shocks. Thus, combining microeconometric results with macroeconomic modeling provides evidence on
the eects of the banking sector on the macroeconomy.
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Introduction

Although the banking sector was neglected in early dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models, it is very intuitive that it can generate important feedback eects on the

1

macroeconomy.

First, the banking sector may amplify aggregate shocks, thereby causing

larger business cycle uctuations.

Second, it may originate shocks (e.g.

due to bank

capital losses) that have important feedback eects on the macroeconomy. In both cases,
nancial frictions are the driving force for the transmission of the eects to the real economy. Gertler and Karadi (2011) (GK henceforth) have proposed a workhorse model which
operates in these two dimensions. In the GK model, bankers can divert a fraction of assets
and thereby only receive a certain amount of non-capital funding to prevent bankruptcy
in equilibrium. This limits the loan volume that banks can lend to rms and generates
an external nance premium between the interest rates on bank loans and the central
bank interest rate. The ability to lend in the GK model is constrained by banks' capital position, which can only be increased by retained earnings.

Thus, the connection

between bank capital and loan supply is crucial for the eects of the banking sector on
the macroeconomy.
Interestingly, so far there is no evidence whether the GK model can be calibrated to
the actual microeconomic bank behavior. However, it is important to test whether the
model suers from potential micro-macro puzzles.

2

Suppose, banks' response to capital

losses in the model is considerably larger than in the data. In this case, the banking sector
may play an excessively important macroeconomic role in the model. Alternatively, it may
equally be the other way around, in which case banks may be more vulnerable to capital
changes in the data than in the model.
This paper shows how the estimated co-movement between bank capital and loan
supply at the microeconomic level can be connected to the dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium (DSGE) model developed by GK. We show that the original GK model has
an implicit partial equilibrium elasticity of loan supply with respect to capital of one,
i.e.

an individual bank's capital loss of

lending by this bank of

1 percent.

1 percent is associated with a reduction in

We propose a tractable way of modifying the GK

model in order to obtain partial equilibrium elasticities that are dierent from one. We
estimate the partial equilibrium elasticity with microeconomic banking data.

For this

purpose, we use supervisory microeconomic data provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank's
Borrowers' Statistics as well as the prudential database BAKIS for all German banks and
employ regional area xed eects regressions and a local matching approach. We nd that

1 Financial

frictions received great attention through the works of Bernanke and Gertler (1989), Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) and Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1999). However, in these papers, banks'
balance sheet structure does not matter. For a theoretical contribution on the eects of bank capital
on the macroeconomy, see van den Heuvel (2002). For early applied microeconometric studies see, for
example, Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2004) and Merkl and Stolz (2009). For an early contribution on the
credit channel in Germany, see Hülsewig, Mayer, and Wollmershäuser (2006).
2 Micro-macro puzzles are present in many other areas of macroeconomics. Aggregate models require,
for example, a large Frisch elasticity of labor supply to obtain suciently large labor uctuations, while
microeconomic estimation delivers rather moderate labor supply elasticities (see e.g. Chetty, Guren,
Manoli, and Weber, 2011). In another context, small-scale New Keynesian models require relatively
rigid prices to be in line with aggregate price dynamics (Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan, 2000), while the
microeconomic evidence points to smaller price durations (e.g. Bils and Klenow, 2004).
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the actual elasticity of banks' loan supply with respect to bank capital is around 0.25,
i.e.

considerably lower than in the original GK model.

We calibrate the modied GK

model to this elasticity and nd that the banking system is still highly relevant for the
macroeconomy.

What is the intuition for this surprising result?

The GK model has

powerful general equilibrium (GE) eects. Assume there is an exogenous negative shock
to banks' capital in the model. In partial equilibrium (PE), whenever one specic bank
is hit by a bank capital shock, it takes a long time until the bank returns to its steady
state level of capital by retaining earnings. However, if all banks are hit by a bank capital
shock, in general equilibrium market prices respond. The external nance premium (the
interest rate banks charge relative to the riskless interest rate) increases due to a scarcity
of aggregate loans.

This raises banks' expected income streams and thereby increases

their scope for lending, relative to PE. Due to these powerful general equilibrium eects,
the GK model does not suer from a micro-macro puzzle. A dierent PE elasticity leaves
the output and loan responses of the model largely unaected. In addition, we are able
to show that the relative importance of PE versus GE eects depends on the steady
state leverage ratio.

In a steady state with a lower leverage ratio, PE eects become

more signicant relative to GE eects. However, given the importance of GE eects, the
external nance premium in the modied model becomes more volatile relative to the GK
model and is thereby more in line with the aggregate data.
The methodological exercise in our paper aims at stimulating the interaction between
macroeconomic nancial models and applied microeconometric estimations.

We look

at this issue through the lens of the GK model and obtain the following insights:

If

an applied microeconometrician nds a low PE elasticity, macroeconomic policy makers
should not take this as a sign for the unimportance of the banking sector. However, if
the estimated elasticity is not statistically signicantly dierent from zero, this would
represent an important piece of information for the applied macroeconomic modeler. In
this case, banks' loan supply behavior would not be constrained by the banks' capital
position. This would be a sign that the GK mechanism is not binding at all.
We use the GK model because it can be considered as a workhorse in this eld.
Obviously, there are other macroeconomic models where nancial frictions in the banking
system, and thus banks' capital position, play an important role (e.g. Gerali, Neri, Sessa,
and Signoretti, 2010).

Given that our microeconomic estimations are not tailored to a

particular model, this paper sets the stage for future research to analyze whether models
other than that of GK lead to similar conclusions.

Towards the end of our paper, we

argue that our conclusions are robust when extending the GK model as proposed by
Rannenberg (2016).

He combines the mechanisms in the GK model with the nancial

accelerator mechanism developed by Bernanke et al. (1999).
Why do we perform our estimations with German data?

First and foremost of all,

we have high-quality balance sheet information on an annual basis for the entire universe
of German banks, which amounts to 1,700 institutions in the cross section in 2013. The
majority of German banks has a business model which largely resembles that of the banks
in the GK model. They have a regional business model that focuses on lending activities
instead of fee income-driven activities. In addition, as in GK, these banks cannot issue
capital, but have to absorb losses and grow by retaining earnings.

3 The

3

The German banking

majority of German banks are either cooperative banks (which are owned by their customers)
and their central cooperative banks (as money-center banks), or local savings banks (which are owned
2

system is not only very much in line with theory, but also allows us to identify the comovement of bank capital and loan supply.
be driven by demand or supply.

Obviously, changes in lending may either

In order to isolate supply eects, we use a regional

xed eects approach and additionally apply the matching method of Carlson, Shan,
and Warusawitharana (2013). The regional principle of most German banks allows us to
identify these eects appropriately.
Our paper provides a valuable contribution concerning the role of the German banking
system for the macroeconomy. However, our results reach beyond the German case. Both
our proposition of how to modify the GK model and the insights on the eects lower partial
equilibrium elasticities have on aggregate outcomes are relevant for other economies as
well.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

In Section 2, we describe the

empirical strategy and provide empirical results. Section 3 contains the core banking part
of the GK model, the analytical results and the modication of the model. In Section 4,
we calibrate the modied model, show numerical results in Section 5 and demonstrate
their implications. Section 6 concludes.

2

Empirical Analysis

2.1 The Eect of Bank Capital on Lending
Our empirical analysis aims at estimating an elasticity of loan supply with respect to
changes in capital for German banks, i.e. the reaction of a single bank to capital changes.
We then use this elasticity to calibrate the model in Section 4.
The existence of a relationship between bank capital and lending has been widely
examined in empirical studies.

The main issue when trying to estimate the eect of

capital on lending is endogeneity.
demand.

4

Factors that aect loan supply may also aect loan

Firms' demand for credit could therefore be driven not solely by the supply

side of credit.

It is thus necessary to separate supply from demand eects in order to

estimate an exogenously driven change in the amount of loans resulting from a change
in the capital position.

The empirical literature deals with this issue in various ways.

Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2004) directly include control variables for credit demand in
their regression. Jiménez, Ongena, Peydró, and Saurina (2012) disentangle supply and
demand by proxying credit demand by loan applications.

Similarly, Bassett, Chosak,

Driscoll, and Zakraj²ek (2014) use survey data to construct a credit supply indicator
which is adjusted for bank specic and macroeconomic factors that aect loan demand.
An earlier study by Hancock, Laing, and Wilcox (1995) uses a vector autoregressive
methodology, which treats all variables as endogenous, to identify the eects of capital
shocks on bank loans. A recent study by Bersch, Degryse, Kick, and Stein (2020) combines
a propensity score matching with regional xed eects in order to separate demand and
supply eects.

by local governments) and their state banks or "Landesbanken" (as money-center banks). Neither type
of bank issues equity as an instrument to increase its capital stock on a usual basis. The third pillar
consists of private commercial banks, which have access to the national and international markets for
bank capital. See also the appendices.
4 A discussion of the endogeneity issue can be found in Peek and Rosengren (2000).
3

Another approach can be found in Carlson et al. (2013). The authors examine commercial banks in the United States. Their basic assumption is that banks operating in
the same geographical area face the same economic environment and therefore have the
same demand for credit. The authors create a set of matched banks based on the banks'

5

geographical proximity and on the banks' business models.

Then, each bank is com-

pared to its matched set regarding its capital position. Changes in lending between each
bank and its matched set can therefore be attributed to dierences between the banks.
The advantage of this approach is that the supply side of credit can be isolated, while
dierencing out the demand side of credit.
This advantage is even more evident for the German banking system, the focus of
our analysis.

6

German savings and cooperative banks, which constitute the majority

of German banks, operate according to the regional principle ("Regionalprinzip"). The
savings banks' statutes require them to conduct their day-to-day business primarily within
a conned regional area.

Moreover, as pointed out by Berger, Bouwman, Kick, and

Schaeck (2016), the regional principle is also de facto enforced for cooperative banks.
Stolz and Wedow (2011) add that the German economy is mainly dominated by small
and medium-sized rms that borrow primarily from local savings and cooperative banks.
Consequently, the assumption regarding the local environment is appropriate for Germany.
The approach is thus particularly well suited for analyzing the relationship between capital
and lending for German banks and, as stressed by Carlson et al. (2013), theoretically
controls better for local demand conditions in contrast to proxy variables.

We apply

the matching algorithm to German data as a complementary method to a regional xed
eects approach.
Using German data also has other advantages. First, the Deutsche Bundesbank provides high quality bank-level data. Second, unlike the banks in many other (European)
countries, most of the banks in the German three-pillar banking system have a business
model which is dominated by regional lending and generating interest income, which is a
prerequisite for properly estimating and clearly identifying the eects in the DSGE model.
Third, Germany, as the largest economy in Europe, has an outstanding role for European
nancial markets and overall economic development. Therefore, our analysis of German
data is of major interest to policymakers.

2.2 Methodology and Data
We estimate two empirical models in which we isolate the eect of bank capital on credit
supply. First, a regional xed eects model with interacted regional and time xed eects
to control for time-varying local demand eects, and second, the matching approach by
Carlson et al. (2013) described above. To make the estimates comparable in both models,
we use the same set of explanatory variables.
The regional xed eects estimation equation for bank

5A

i

and quarter

t,

including an

bank is either matched to another single bank (1-1 matched set) or to several banks (1N matched set).
6 For a description of the German banking system refer to the Appendices.

4

interaction term of regional and time xed eects, takes the following form:

lit = α + βcapit−1 +

4
X

δj lit−j + ρit regi ∗ yeart + it ,

(1)

j=1
where

l

denotes the cyclical component of total domestic loans and

component

7

cap

is the cyclical

of total bank capital and both variables are measured in logarithmic terms.

Note that we choose total capital instead of regulatory capital in order to abstract from
variation associated with changes in regulation. In addition, economic capital is in line
with the model which is not a regulatory banking model. The corresponding

β

is the

coecient of interest as it captures the eect of credit supply due to variation in the capital
positions in banks' balance sheets.

β

is the on-impact elasticity of bank loan supply with

8

respect to capital. In addition, we include four lags

of the dependent variable to capture

the extent to which loan supply can be explained by past values.
As described above, in order to control for local economic conditions, we include an
interaction term consisting of

reg , a regional district dummy, and year, a time dummy.

It

captures the dierential eect of economic conditions in the regional districts, including
local demand for credit, for each year. It allows us to isolate all credit demand and supply
eects that are not due to changes in bank capital, irrespective whether they originate
from GDP growth or other macroeconomic factors (e.g. competition in the banking sector,

9

pricing power, default levels, etc.).

We choose the regional district level since it allows us

to include all banks that have their business operations in the same region disregarding
whether the banks are based in the same state/county or not.
mean for the baseline categories of

reg

and

year.

11

10

The intercept

α

is the

Next, we apply the two-step matching algorithm, proposed by Carlson et al. (2013), to
our data. In a rst step, banks are matched according to their geographic coordinates. The
matching procedure is repeated for each bank in each quarter and solely relies on distance.
In a second step, the business model of each bank is compared to the business models
of the matched set of neighboring banks. For this purpose, we select a range of business
model indicators and exclude those banks from the matched set whose business model
greatly diverges from the reference bank's business model. The banks' business models
are evaluated according to the banks' size (measured by total assets), their prot and

7 Both

series are deated using the GDP deator at the state level and, to allow for an elasticity
interpretation of the coecient in the regression model, the logarithm is taken. The series are detrended
using the Hodrick-Prescott lter with a smoothing parameter of 1,600 since, in accordance with the
model, we are interested in the cyclical component.
8 We choose four lags in accordance with the quarterly frequency of our data. Selecting a shorter lag
length yields similar results, which are available on request.
9 Interacting regional district dummies and time dummies for every quarter of a year yields comparable
results (available upon request). Other studies that include regional and time xed eects to control for
local economic conditions are Dam and Koetter (2012) and Berger et al. (2016).
10 There are 31 regional districts in Germany. In fact, the average distance of banks in our matching
regressions is approximately 15 kilometers for the 1:N matching and about 16 kilometers for the 1:1
matching, as shown in the summary statistics of A.1, which further justies the determination at the
regional district level.
11 The results are robust to the inclusion of additional control variables that reect the quality of banks'
loans (such as non-performing loans or loan loss provisions). However, in order to make the estimates
comparable to the theoretical model of Section 3, we do not include additional control variables in the
regressions below.
5

loss accounts (measured by the net interest margin) and their balance sheet composition
(measured by the ratios of corporate loans to total assets and deposits to total assets,
respectively). Also, the role of non-interest income for banks' business models is compared
across banks.

12

Consequently, our matched sets include banks that have a similar balance sheet composition, size and protability, being located near their reference banks. This is crucial for
making the assumption that demand for credit is identical in the vicinity of the reference
bank.
In a second step, we modify the estimation equation above by calculating for each
variable the dierences between the reference bank's observation and the average observations of its matched set. Since we eliminate the eect of economic conditions and loan
demand via the averages of neighboring banks in the same year and quarter, interaction
terms (reg *

year)

are no longer required in our regression model. The modied estima-

tion equation for reference bank i, quarter t, and the average of the bank's matched set

m

has the following form:

lit − lmt = β (capit−1 − capmt−1 ) +

4
X

δj (lit−j − lmt−j ) + (it − mt ) .

(2)

j=1

β , although still an elasticity, now has a slightly dierent interpretation
because it measures the eect on the domestic loan supply of bank i in comparison to the
matched set of banks m.
However, both estimation techniques are equivalent in that they yield a coecient β
The parameter

that shows the initial impact of capital changes on loans measured in terms of an elasticity
(i.e. a 1 percent loss in total bank capital leads to a

β

percent reduction in total domestic

loans). In the modied GK model presented in Section 3, there are no meaningful adjustment dynamics, i.e. the partial equilibrium short-run elasticity for a single bank would
be equal to the bank's long-run elasticity. In the data, we explicitly control for dynamic
adjustment. Thus, we adjust the coecient for capital in order to get the total eect on
loans over four quarters. We calculate the adjusted coecient using following equation:

βadj =

β
.
1 − δ1 − δ2 − δ3 − δ4

(3)

We obtain the standard errors for the adjusted elasticity using the delta method.
Appendix C contains a detailed derivation of the standard errors following Greene (2012).
We use this adjusted elasticity as our benchmark for the calibration of the macro model.
Quarterly data at the individual bank level are provided for all German banks for
the period from 1998 to 2013 by the Deutsche Bundesbank. Data sources and the data
preparation procedure are described in Appendix D. Descriptive statistics for the regional
xed eects and the matching regressions are shown in Table 5 of A.1.

We estimate

equations (1) and (2) for the whole sample of all German banks (Table 1) and for a subset
containing only regional banks (Table 2). Additionally, while we use total domestic loans
as dependent variable in the baseline regression (Table 1), we also present an auxiliary
regression in A.2 in which we use domestic corporate loans as dependent variable.

12 Details

regarding the comparison of the banks' business models are provided in the Appendices.
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2.3 Results
Table 1 shows that variation in banks' capital position signicantly aects loan supply.
Depending on the estimation procedure, the on-impact elasticity of total capital varies
from 0.066 to 0.102. Therefore, an immediate increase in capital by 1 percent increases
loan supply on average by 0.066 to 0.102 percent. The estimate in the regional xed eects
regression is higher than those in the matching regressions. This may be associated with
the business model adjustment that we performed in the matching regressions, while no
adjustment has been made in the regional xed eects regressions.
Although equally statistically signicant, the adjusted parameters are in general considerably larger than the on-impact parameters, due to the persistence of loans. Loans
over the last four quarters help explain a considerable share of loans in the current quarter.
The four lags of the dependent variable are jointly signicant in all three specications.
We test this using a standard Wald test. The basis for the calibration of the macro model
in Section 4 is the adjusted elasticity of loan supply with respect to capital changes, which
is displayed in the last row of Table 1. The estimates range from 0.18 to 0.29.
Our numerical simulations in Section 5 are performed using an elasticity of 0.25.
Therefore, if a bank's capital is 1 percent lower than its peer group's, its loan supply
would be lower by 0.25 percent compared to its peer group.
Since our estimation method relies on local economic conditions and therefore regional
lending being constant in the vicinity of a bank, we also perform the estimation for
the subset of regional banks, which is conned to cooperative and savings banks.

In

contrast to large banks that are heavily engaged in capital market acitivity, regional
banks are specialized on lending activity. By performing this estimation for the subset
of regional banks, we ensure that the results are not driven by (mostly large) private
banks, Landesbanks and cooperative money center banks which are all excluded from
this subsample. In contrast to the whole sample, banks only match with other regional
banks. The results are shown in Table 2. While the estimated
smaller than those from Table 1, the adjusted coecients

β -coecients are somewhat

βadj

are in a similar order of

magnitude due to more persistent adjustment of loans over time (i.e.

larger sum of

δ-

coecients). Therefore, our results conrm that private banks are not the driving force
in the computation of the elasticities.
It is worth noting that banks in the model of Section 3 lend to rms only; households
in the model do not borrow. In order to conrm that our empirical results are not driven
by domestic retail loans, we estimate equations (1) and (2) by replacing total domestic
loans with domestic corporate loans as the dependent variable.
in A.2.

The results are shown

They indicate that banks' change in their capital position inuences domestic

corporate loans similarly to total domestic loans.
Summing up, a single bank's loan supply decreases on average by 0.25 percent when
the bank faces a decline in its total capital of 1 percent.

In the following, we use this

elasticity to investigate how the banking system as a whole behaves when it suers a
capital shortage, and which feedback eects any such capital shortage has on the real
economy.

7

Coecients

Regional Fixed Eects

Matching 1:N

Matching 1:1

β

0.102∗∗∗
(0.007)

0.098∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.066∗∗∗
(0.003)

δ1

0.554∗∗∗
(0.037)

0.575∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.596∗∗∗
(0.003)

δ2

0.153∗∗∗
(0.054)

0.091∗∗∗
(0.004)

0.109∗∗∗
(0.004)

δ3

−0.085∗
(0.048)

−0.032∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.035∗∗∗
(0.003)

δ4

−0.021
(0.032)

−0.028∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.030∗∗∗
(0.000)

α

0.003∗∗∗
(0.000)

-

-

R2

0.450

0.423

0.464

N

123, 592

87, 823

75, 397

βadj

0.285∗∗∗
(0.025)

0.249∗∗∗
(0.008)

0.184∗∗∗
(0.009)

Note: The table shows results for the regional xed eects and
the matching regressions for all banks. The dependent variable
for the xed eects regression is lit and, for the matching regressions, lit − lmt with l denoting the cyclical component of total domestic loans. β is the on-impact coecient on bank capital while
βadj is adjusted for past loan dynamics (δ1 to δ4 ). The regional
xed eects regression includes an interaction term of regional and
year xed eects, and standard errors are clustered at the regional
district level. The standard errors for the adjusted elasticities are
computed using the delta method. The parameters for the interaction terms are not reported for the regional xed eects regression,
but they are jointly signicant when performing a standard Wald
test. Note that we keep four lags of the dependent variable as explanatory variables since they are jointly signicant for all three
specications. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Coefcients with *, **, *** are signicant at the 10 %, 5 %, and 1 %
level respectively using standard t-distribution.
Table 1: Results for the regional xed eects and the matching regressions for all banks
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Coecients

β
δ1
δ2
δ3
δ4
α
R2
N
βadj

Regional Fixed Eects

Matching 1:N

Matching 1:1

0.084∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.695∗∗∗
(0.067)
0.070
(0.082)
−0.052∗
(0.048)
−0.015
(0.023)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.679
112, 604
0.308∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.085∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.726∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.030∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.010∗∗∗
(0.002)
−0.027∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.034∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.817∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.015∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.007∗∗∗
(0.002)
−0.025∗∗∗
(0.002)

-

-

0.639
80, 542
0.265∗∗∗
(0.005)

0.738
69, 256
0.147∗∗∗
(0.006)

Note: The table shows results for the regional xed eects and the
matching regressions for regional banks. The dependent variable
for the xed eects regression is lit and for the matching regressions lit − lmt with l denoting the cyclical component of total domestic loans. β is the on-impact coecient on bank capital while
βadj is adjusted for past loan dynamics (δ1 to δ4 ). The regional
xed eects regression includes an interaction term of regional and
year xed eects, and standard errors are clustered at the regional
district level. The standard errors for the adjusted elasticities are
computed using the delta method. The parameters for the interaction terms are not reported for the regional xed eects regression,
but they are jointly signicant when performing a standard Wald
test. Note that we keep four lags of the dependent variable as explanatory variables since they are jointly signicant for all three
specications. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Coefcients with *, **, *** are signicant at the 10 %, 5 %, and 1 %
level respectively using standard t-distribution.
Table 2: Results for the xed eects and the matching regressions for regional banks
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3

Banks' Response to Capital Shocks

After having estimated an elasticity of bank loan supply with respect to capital using
German bank data, we will compute the corresponding partial equilibrium elasticity in
the model of Gertler and Karadi (2011) and change it in order to match the estimated
elasticity. In a rst step, we use the GK model to back out the implicit partial equilibrium
elasticity of bank loan supply with respect to bank capital. In a second step, we modify
their model such that a dierent PE elasticity can be chosen for its calibration. For this
purpose, we adjust the banking sector but leave the other sectors in the model unchanged.
Hence, we will show a detailed derivation of the banking sector below, whereas all the
remaining equations of the medium-scale model can be found in Appendix E.

3.1 The Baseline Banking Model
Banks in the Gertler and Karadi (2011) model borrow funds at the riskless rate
by the central bank) and lend to rms at rate

Rk ,

where

Rk − R

R

(set

is dened as the ex-

ternal nance premium. Thus, the dynamic equation for the capital/net worth (Nj ) of a
particular bank

j

is

Njt+1 = (Rkt+1 − Rt+1 ) Qt Sjt + Rt+1 Njt ,
where

Sj

is the quantity of loans and

Q

(4)

is the market price for loans. Note that bankers

in GK hold the physical capital stock of the economy. Thus, the market price of loans is
equal to the market price of physical capital.
Bankers maximize the discounted present value

Vj

by choosing an optimal quantity of

loans. They take into account that they will survive with probability

Vjt =

∞
X

θ:

(1 − θ) θi β i+1 Λt,t+i [(Rkt+1+i − Rt+1+i ) Qt+i Sjt+i

i=0

(5)

+Rt+1+i Njt+i ] .
As long as

Rk > R,

the bank would like to increase its loan volume indenitely. Due

to a moral hazard problem, banks are unable to do so. It is assumed that banks can divert
a certain fraction of assets

λ

and households cannot recover this fraction in the event of

default. According to the incentive compatibility constraint, households are only willing
to supply funds to the bank if

Vjt ≥ λQt Sjt ,

(6)

i.e. the gain from diverting funds is smaller than the value of the bank. This will prevent
diversion of funds in equilibrium.
Thus, in equilibrium bankers will lend up to the maximum possible amount:

Vjt = λQt Sjt .
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(7)

Substituting equation 7 into equation 5, we obtain:

(1 − θ)

∞
X

θi β i+1 Λt,t+i [(Rkt+1+i − Rt+1+i ) Qt+i Sjt+i

(8)

i=0

+Rt+1+i Njt+i ] = λQt Sjt .
In order to express this equation in steady state, we have to take into account that
assets and net worth of surviving banks grow at gross rate

z

in steady state. Intuitively,

(surviving) banks retain their prots, which increases their capital and thereby their
ability to borrow and lend money.
Thus, in steady state:

λQSj =

(1 − θ) β [(Rk − R) QSj + RNj ]
.
1 − θzβ

(9)

Reformulating this term:

QSj =

(1 − θ) βR
Nj .
λ (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β [(Rk − R)]

(10)

This equation pins down the asset to capital ratio (leverage ratio) for bank j. Note
that the leverage ratio only depends on aggregate variables (not bank-specic variables).
This expression allows us to calculate a partial equilibrium elasticity of a particular bank's
lending with respect to its net worth, i.e. the connection between these two variables at
given market prices, as measured in the empirical analysis.

∂ ln Sj
= 1.
∂ ln Nj
A

(11)

1% lower net worth (bank capital) is always associated with a 1% lower loan supply

to rms in partial equilibrium. The intuition for the partial equilibrium elasticity of 1 is
straightforward: The incentive compatibility constraint pins down a xed leverage ratio,
which does not depend on any bank-specic variables. Thus, in partial equilibrium (i.e.
without adjustments of aggregate price variables such as

Rk , R

and

Q),

net worth and

the balance sheet size always move together at this xed ratio. Note that this is not a
causal relationship but a correlation that applies irrespective of its cause, i.e. whether the
change was triggered by the asset or the liability side. This is in line with our empirical
identication strategy in Section 2.
Note that GK do not calculate this implicit PE elasticity because they follow a macroeconomic calibration strategy (i.e. targeting certain variables such as the external nance
premium). By contrast, we aim at calibrating the model to the elasticity of bank loan
supply with respect to bank capital, based on the empirical estimate from Section 2.
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3.2 The Modied Banking Model
In order to make the model more exible and to be in line with the empirical elasticity,
assume that diversion of assets is a function of the balance sheet size, whose derivative
∂λ(Sj )
may either be positive or negative, i.e. λ (Sj ) with
≶ 0. This means that it may
∂Sj
be easier/harder for bankers to divert funds (e.g. due to a dierent corporate governance
structure) if banks become larger over the business cycle and vice versa.
Replacing

λ

by

λ (Sj )

in equation 7, we obtain in steady state:

λ (Sj ) QSj =

(1 − θ) β [(Rk − R) QSj + RNj ]
1 − θzβ

(12)

After some algebra (see E.2), we obtain the following partial equilibrium elasticity:

∂ ln Sj
λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R)
=
.
∂λ(S )
∂ ln Nj
λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R) + ∂Sjj (1 − θzβ) Sj
Note that for

∂λ(Sj )
∂Sj

= 0,

we obtain the special case

∂ ln Sj
∂ ln Nj

= 1.

For

∂λ(Sj )
∂Sj

(13)

> 0,

the

∂λ(Sj )
elasticity becomes less than one. For
< 0, it becomes greater than one.
∂Sj
In a nutshell, our simple model modication provides enough exibility to calibrate
the model according to microeconomic estimation results. Our empirical estimation has
shown that the partial equilibrium elasticity is signicantly less than one, and therefore we
∂λ(Sj )
> 0. Intuitively, this means that for a bank that grows due to an expansionrequire
∂Sj
ary business cycle shock, it is easier to divert a greater share of funds. As emphasized by
GK, fund diversion should not be interpreted literally. Instead, we interpret the bankers
as managers who grant extensive bonuses or implement inecient organizational structures. Thus, it appears realistic for this type of ineciency to become more severe when
banks grow over time (e.g. due to higher organizational complexity).
As conceptual exercise, we modify the model by Gertler and Karadi (2011) such that
it enables us to replicate the microeconomic elasticities estimated at the bank level and
such that it remains as close as possible to the initial model for comparability reasons.
In order to reach these goals, we use two assumptions to obtain homogeneity of banks
and to ensure a balanced growth path: First, we assume that when the model economy
is initiated, all banks start with the same net worth and newly entering banks have the
same net worth as existing banks. Second, the asset diversion condition is a function of
the steady state asset growth rate

z.

In Appendix E we apply these two assumptions to

impose homogeneity on the banking sector and generate a stationary steady state, around
which we log-linearize. Note that our assumptions imply that aggregate net worth remains
constant over time, while an individual bank's net worth increases.

Thus, the number

of banks decreases over time, which is in line with what can be observed in the German
banking system over the last decades (see Appendix E.2).
In our numerical analysis, we use the following functional form, which is consistent
with the convex shape:

Ψ
λ (Sjt ) = cSjt
,
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(14)

where

c

and

Ψ

parameters and

c, Ψ > 0.13

For further details regarding the model, see

Appendix E.
Obviously, our model modication is not based on deep theoretical micro-foundations.
However, it provides us with a very exible way of recalibrating the GK model and
checking whether we run into a micro-macro puzzle. As we will show in Section 5, the
model's quantitative reactions to shocks are very similar when calibrating it to dierent
PE elasticities. Due to powerful GE eects, we expect this result to be robust, even with
dierent modeling assumptions.

4

Calibration

For our calibration, we attempt to stay as close as possible to GK for comparability
reasons. At the same time, we adjust some parameter values due to the modied model
structure and due to German specicities. Table 3 shows the choice of model parameters.
As described by GK, 15 parameters are fairly standard in the DSGE literature.

For

comparability reasons, we do not change any of the parameters of households, intermediate
goods rms, capital producing rms, retail rms and the government.
Only some of the parameters/functions for nancial intermediaries are dierent. We
pick the same survival rate of bankers (θ ) as GK. While the fraction of assets that can
Ψ
be diverted (λ) is exogenous in GK, it is replaced by the function λ (Sjt ) = cSjt in our
model. We choose the remaining three parameters (c, Ψ, ω ) to hit three targets, namely
the steady state leverage ratio (φ), the steady state spread (external nance premium)
between banks' loans and the riskless interest rate (Rk

− R),

and the partial equilibrium

elasticity of bank loans with respect to bank capital changes. We are interested in assessing
how the economy behaves when the partial equilibrium elasticity of loan supply with
respect to changes in a bank's capital position is calibrated to the estimated elasticity.
Given that the implied elasticity in the original GK model is one, we take the estimate
of 0.25 for our numerical simulation.
We target the same external nance premium as GK, namely 100 basis points on
an annual basis.

However, we choose a steady state leverage ratio of 7 (instead of 4).

Similarly to the balance sheet composition of banks in the model, the leverage ratio of 7

14

is calculated by the ratio of bank loans to capital.

How do we determine the partial equilibrium elasticity of bank loans with respect
to bank capital in the model?

It is important that this elasticity corresponds to our

empirical analysis, which measures the loan supply eects of bank capital changes at the
bank level. To replicate this in our model, we switch o all general equilibrium eects. In
particular, we simulate the partial equilibrium banking model where market prices such
as asset prices are not aected by a policy shock. In addition, no adjustments are made
to the rms' physical capital, aggregate employment or monetary policy. Intuitively, if a
bank is atomistic, a bank-specic capital shock does not aect any of the economy-wide

13 See

Appendix F.2 for the assumptions that we require in order to impose stationarity on the model.
use aggregate data provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank that corresponds to the denition in
our empirical analysis. Therefore, we take total bank loans to domestic rms and households and total
bank capital. Results for a leverage ratio of 4 are available upon request. The key ndings of the paper
are not aected by the choice of the leverage ratio of 7.
14 We
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Households
β
h
χ
ϕ

0.99
0.815
3.409
0.276

Discount rate

c

7 ∗ 10−4

Scaling parameter in diversion

Ψ

3.600

ω
θ

0.002
0.972

Transfer to entering bankers

α
U
δ (U )
ς

0.330
1.000
0.025
7.200

Eective capital share

Financial intermediaries

Habit parameter
Utility weight
Labor supply parameter

function
Convexity

in

diversion

func-

tion

Intermediate goods rms

1.728

Steady state depreciation rate
Elasticity of depreciation rate

Inverse elasticity of net investment to capital price

Retail rms
ε

Steady state utilization rate

wrt utilization

Capital producing rm
ηi

Survival rate of bankers

4.167

Elasticity

of

substitution

on

the goods market

γ
γp

0.779
0.241

Calvo parameter (xed prices)

κπ

1.500

Weight on ination in Taylor

Government

Price indexation

rule

κy

0.125

ρ
G/Y

0.8
0.2

Weight on output gap in Taylor rule
Smoothing parameter
Steady state share of government spending

Table 3: Parametrization of the Model
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variables.

Thus, the bank has to adjust by its own means (e.g.

by having a dierent

leverage ratio according to the incentive constraint and by retaining earnings).
We solve our model with a log-linearization (i.e. with a rst-order Taylor approximation). The bank leverage

φ

(in log-linearized form) is

η φ̂t = φυ υ̂t + η η̂t − Ψ2 φc2 S 2Ψ−1 ŝt ,
where

υ

(15)

is the expected discounted marginal gain of a bank of increasing assets and

η

is the ceteris paribus gain from having an extra unit of net worth (see Appendix E and
GK).
In the GK model, the last term on the right hand side is not present. This term allows

0.25. For this purpose, we require Ψ =
Ψ
of λ = cS
(in terms of the underlying

us to calibrate the partial equilibrium elasticity to

3.6.

While this implies a rather strong convexity

nonlinear function), it has to be kept in mind that we identify the partial equilibrium
elasticity based on a log-linearization, where the eects are reasonable because they are
based on the estimated empirical estimations. Ignoring partial equilibrium adjustments

η̂t , the direct reaction of the leverage ratio to changes in the balance sheet size
2
2 2Ψ−1
would be Ψ φc S
/η = 0.85. Ceteris paribus, a 1% reduction in assets would allow
the bank to increase its leverage ratio by roughly 0.85%.

of

5

υ̂t

and

Simulation Results

5.1 Modied Model Reactions
Figures 1 to 4 show the model economy's response to a net worth shock, an aggregate
productivity shock, an interest rate shock and a capital quality shock, respectively, for our
modied model, for the baseline Gertler and Karadi (2011) model, and for a frictionless
economy without a banking sector. The persistence of all shocks is set as in GK.
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The

shock size is normalized to 1 percent for aggregate productivity, the interest rate shock
and the capital shock. For the net worth shock, the exogenous shock size is 25 percent.
Figure 1 shows that the endogenous fall in net worth is even larger due to an endogenous
decline in market prices and, hence, a depreciation of assets.
In all four cases, our model economy, which is calibrated to the estimated microeconomic elasticity, generates a somewhat milder recession than the GK baseline model (see
the responses of GDP, investment and net worth in the rst row of the gures).
intuition is straightforward.

The

Banks face a decline in their capital due to the negative

aggregate shocks. They reduce their loan supply due to a reduction in the quantity of
deposits they are able to attract (resulting from their asset diversion constraint). With
our modied asset diversion constraint, the fraction of assets that can be diverted increases as loan supply falls. Therefore, banks can leverage themselves more than in the
GK model immediately after the respective aggregate shock hits the economy. Thus, the
loan supply decreases by less in our model than in the GK model. Given that banks have
to deleverage to a greater extent in our model when the shock decays, the external nance

15 The

net worth shock has no past dependence, the productivity shock has an autocorrelation of 0.9,
the interest rate shock an autocorrelation of 0.8 and the asset quality shock an autocorrelation of 0.66.

15

premium increases by more after the shock. This allows faster recapitalization for banks
in our model, which accelerates the reversion to the steady state.
While aggregate variables react qualitatively by less in our model than in the GK
economy, in three out of four exercises (net worth, aggregate productivity, and the interest rate shock) the quantitative reaction is fairly similar. In other words: Although the
microeconomic elasticity is substantially smaller in our model than in GK, the macroeconomic dierences remain very modest for three shocks. Why is this the case? Under
these three shocks, the leverage ratio in the GK model shows a strong response while the
loan volume movements are relatively moderate. As a consequence, the extra eects due
to a relaxed asset diversion constraint are moderate. This can be understood by looking
at the relevant log-linearized equation.
and

η̂t ,

If

φ̂t

already moves a lot due to changes in

υ̂t

the extra eects due to changes in the balance sheet volume are small, as can be

seen in equation 15.
The net worth shock (Figure 1) is well suited to illustrate the dierences between
the reaction in partial and general equilibrium.

16

to 25 percent.

17

In PE

The exogenous net worth shock is set

, the loan volume declines by 6.25 percent due to the calibrated

elasticity of 0.25 and the absence of GE eects. By contrast, the loan volume drops only by
around 0.2 percent in GE (see lower right panel of Figure 1). There are two key reasons for
this: First, the overall loan volume (which is equal to the face value of the aggregate capital
stock) is a slow-moving object. Although investment drops considerably, capital (as state
variable) adjusts very sluggishly downwards. Second, in GE there is a strong rise in the
external nance premium, which increases banks' current and future expected prots (and
which is absent in PE). A strong increase in prots loosens their incentive compatibility
constraint.

Banks are able to collect more deposits than without this external nance

premium increase. Thus, the decline in loans in response to a bank capital reduction is
much less severe in GE than in PE. Due to powerful general equilibrium eects, the PE
elasticity is not a key driver in the GK model for most shocks. In other words, the GK
model does not run into a micro-macro puzzle, as other DSGE models often do.

This

does not mean that the estimated microeconomic elasticity is completely unimportant. If
it is not statistically dierent from zero, this would be a sign that the GK mechanism is
not binding in the rst place.

16 Note

that the endogenous net worth declines more substantially in GE due to a fall in the market
price of loans.
17 Simulations are available upon request.
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Figure 1: Net Worth Shock
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Figure 2: Aggregate Productivity Shock
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Figure 3: Interest Rate Shock
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Figure 4: Capital Quality Shock
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The only shock where our model modication makes a substantial quantitative dierence is the capital quality shock. The reason can be seen in Figure 4. In contrast to the
net worth shock, the capital quality shock has a stronger eect on the loan volume.
Intuitively, a capital quality shock acts both as a negative loan supply and negative
loan demand shock.

Similar to a net worth shock, it aects the loan supply.

Given

that the capital becomes less productive, assets/loans lose value and banks' net worth
is reduced. But at the same time, the decline in the marginal product of capital leads
to a decline in the demand for productive capital and thus in loans. Both mechanisms
lead to a fall in the loan volume. This reduces banks' ability to divert assets due to the
moral hazard problem. At the same time, their ability to attract external funding falls
by less. This explains why we obtain a substantial dierence between our model and the
GK model for the capital quality shock.
It is also interesting to compare the IRFs in our model to the frictionless economy
(i.e. without a banking sector and therefore with an external nance premium of zero).
Interest rate shocks have a greater eect in an economy with nancial frictions than in
the frictionless economy. By contrast, the dierences for productivity shocks are smaller
because productivity shocks aect the leverage ratio to a lesser extent than interest rate
shocks.
For the capital quality shock, our model comes closer to the frictionless economy.
However, in the short run, the drop in investment is twice as large as in the frictionless
economy.

In the medium run, the value of assets returns to its old value, implying a

positive loan supply shock (which is absent in the frictionless model), and investment
recovers more quickly.
Overall, the banking sector remains a substantial source of disturbance and amplication for the real economy. Despite reducing the microeconomic elasticity by 75%, the
feedback eects on the macroeconomy remain strong. The main reason is that general
equilibrium eects are very powerful in the model. In a partial equilibrium framework,
the capital drop of an atomistic bank does not lead to any price adjustments. In the full
general equilibrium model, there are various adjustment mechanisms that lead to a larger
dierence between the partial equilibrium and the general equilibrium elasticity.

This

can most easily be illustrated for the net worth shock. If an individual bank is hit by a
negative 1% capital shock, its lending will go down by 0.25%. However, in the general
equilibrium model (see Figure 1), the co-movement between net worth and the capital
shock is quantitatively much smaller, due mainly to the endogenous adjustment of the
external nance premium. If all banks are hit by a net worth shock, the reduced supply
for loans increases their price

Rk .

This higher return on loans leads to larger (expected)

future prots and thereby allows banks to collect more deposits (due to a relaxed asset
diversion constraint).
Although the reaction of loan supply and output remains similar for most aggregate
shocks, there is one stark dierence.

Given the importance of the general equilibrium

eect, the standard deviation of the external nance premium becomes more volatile in
our modied model than in the GK model. Why is this important? Rannenberg (2016)
shows that the standard deviation of the EFP is only half as large in the GK model as in
the data. Thus, our modied model helps to bridge this gap and bring the model closer

18

to the data.

18 Rannenberg

(2016) uses business cycle statistics on the external nance premium (EFP) for the
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Steady State Leverage Ratio

7

5

3

% Dierence: Cumulative Output Loss

18.3%
20.1%

29.2%
31.9%

50.2%
54.4%

% Dierence: Cumulative Loan Loss

The table shows, for dierent steady state leverage ratios, the cumulative increase in
percent of the output and loan loss for the modied model relative to the GK model
when the economy is hit by a net worth shock.
Table 4: Cumulated Output and Loan Loss for Variations in the Leverage Ratio

5.2 Dierent Steady State Leverage Ratio
In our baseline calibration, we have targeted a steady state leverage ratio of 7, consistent
with German aggregate data. This number corresponds to the ratio of total bank loans
to domestic rms and households relative to total bank capital for the observation period
from 1998 to 2013.
After the Great Recession in 2008/09, banks have increased their capital positions,
which led to a decline in leverage ratios. Leverage ratios were trending downwards during
the last years and reached levels of 5 in 2016. Therefore, it is interesting to see how our
conclusions from the previous section depend on the steady state leverage ratio.
In order to analyze the inuence of a varying leverage ratio, we recalibrate our model
to a steady state leverage ratio of 3 and 5 (instead of 7) and redo the quantitative exercises
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from above.

We calculate impulse response functions for the case when the economy is

hit by a net worth shock.
To illustrate the dierences of variations in the leverage ratio, we calculate cumulative

20

loan and output responses.

These cumulate responses indicate the overall loan and output

loss due to the negative net worth shock. Table 4 shows the additional cumulative output
and loan losses in the GK model relative to our modied model.
Obviously, in all cases the cumulative loan/output losses are larger in the GK model
than in the modied model. Our main conclusion that the banking system is an important
originator of shocks for the macroeconomy (in our modied model) remains unaected (in
a frictionless model, the concept of a net worth shock does not even exist). However, the
dierences between the GK model and our modied model become larger with a lower
steady state leverage ratio.
What is the underlying reason? Our quantitative exercise from section 5 shows that
general equilibrium eects are the driving forces for the amplication of shocks, leaving
only a minor role to the PE elasticity. These general equilibrium eects are a lot more
powerful in a highly leveraged banking system than in a lowly leverage banking system.
The underlying compatibility constraint illustrates that banks' ability to collect funds is
limited by their intertemporal present value in the GK model (see equation 5).
When the external nance premium

Rk − R

increases, this raises the bank's value

United States. However, the volatility of the EFP is much larger in Germany than in the United States
(results are available on request).
19 We leave all other targets unchanged. To match the PE elasticities, we increase Ψ.
20 We use 100 quarters.
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V

(relatively) more for highly leveraged banks compared to lowly leverage banks due

to higher return on equity stemming from the leverage eect. Therefore, the ability to
collect additional funds increases by more for the highly leveraged banking system (due
to external nance premium increases).

In dierent words, a highly leveraged banking

system in the GK model generates more powerful general equilibrium eects.
This exercise provides an interesting insight regarding the importance of the PE elasticity (when estimated based on microeconomic data). Partial and general equilibrium
elasticities of loan supply with respect to bank capital losses are closer to one another in
an economy with low steady state leverage. By contrast, in a highly leveraged economy,
the PE elasticity is a rather poor proxy to assess the nancial (in)stability of the banking
system (observed through the lens of the GK model).

5.3 Extensions
Rannenberg (2016) criticizes that the GK model generates a countercyclical leverage ratio.
Given that banks own the capital stock of rms in the GK model, a recession leads to
an immediate decline in net worth and, consequently to an increase in the leverage ratio.
However, for US data the leverage ratio shows a positive correlation with GDP. Therefore,
Rannenberg (2016) proposes to extend the GK model by including the Bernanke et al.
(1999) nancial accelerator mechanism. If banks do not own the capital stock but lend
to rms, they only have to bear a small share of losses in recessions, net worth declines
considerably less, and the leverage ratio becomes procyclical, as in US data.
Regarding our paper, two comments apply: First, the cyclical patterns of capital and
the leverage ratio (dened as total assets divided by total capital) are very dierent in
Germany (which we have taken as a reference point) compared to the United States.
The cyclical component of bank capital has a correlation with the cyclical component
of GDP of 0.33 (observation period from 1998:1 to 2013:4, Hodrick-Prescott lter with
smoothing parameter

λ = 1600).

The leverage ratio is acyclical (correlation of 0.002) and the ratio of loans to bank
capital is countercyclical (correlation of -0.35), as predicted by GK. Interestingly, the
loan to capital ratio becomes more countercyclical in the Great Recession (correlation
of -0.46).
Second, we have also applied our mechanism to the Rannenberg (2016) model and our
main conclusions remain unaected, despite the dierent cyclicality of the leverage ratio.
As in the GK model, a lower PE elasticity does not aect the aggregate eects of various
aggregate shocks considerably. This strengthens our conclusions that general equilibrium
eects are of major importance in models with capital constrained banks in the vein of
GK.

6
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Conclusion

This paper shows an application of a methodology for connecting microeconomic behavior
of the banking sector to macroeconomic modeling. Specically, we estimate an empirical

21 For

space reasons, we abstain from showing the modied Rannenberg (2016) model equations and
results. The impulse response functions are available upon request.
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elasticity of bank loan supply with respect to capital changes of 0.25 using supervisory
data provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank. Given that the implied partial equilibrium
elasticity in the Gertler and Karadi (2011) model equals 1, we modify their model in order
to be able to calibrate it to the estimated elasticity.

By simulating dierent aggregate

shocks, we assess the model's behavior in light of its ability to generate amplication. The
simulated results suggest that the lower microeconomic elasticity generally has a dampening eect on the shocks. Nevertheless, the banking sector is still of great importance
as a source and amplier of business cycle uctuations. We attribute this to the powerful
general equilibrium eects in the model, i.e. the much lower partial equilibrium elasticity
is not translated into a proportionally lower general equilibrium elasticity.
Although the outcomes of our modication approach are certainly model dependent,
we regard our study as an important contribution to the nancial frictions literature.
To our knowledge, this study is the rst attempting to link microeconomic evidence to
a dynamic general equilibrium (DSGE) model with a banking sector.

We leave it to

future research whether other nancial DSGE models are similarly robust with respect to
dierent microeconomic elasticities.
Our results are relevant both for applied macroeconomic modelers and applied microeconometricians.

We have shown that the GK model has an implicit PE elasticity

of one. Interestingly, a modication of this elasticity does not aect the model's ability
to generate strong macroeconomic amplication. This outcome is highly relevant for applied macroeconomic modelers. To our knowledge, we are the rst to show that general
equilibrium eects are very important in the GK model.

In contrast to several other

macroeconomic models, there is no micro-macro puzzle.
This is also an important message for applied microeconometricians with a focus on
the banking system. A low estimated PE elasticity of loan supply with respect to capital
may be favorable regarding the resilience of the banking system. However, through the
lens of the GK model, a banking system with a smaller PE elasticity does not necessarily
generate much better macro outcomes (in terms of smaller uctuations for a given set of
aggregate shocks). Nevertheless, the estimated microeconomic elasticities have an important meaning. If the estimated elasticity were negative or not statistically signicantly
dierent from zero, this would be a sign that the GK mechanisms are either non-binding
or inoperative. However, our estimations provide no evidence pointing in that direction.
Overall, with this paper we seek to make a rst step towards stimulating the fruitful
interaction between both applied macroeconomics and microeconometrics in the nancial
frictions literature.
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The Wharton

A

Empirical Model

A.1 Descriptive Statistics
Variable

Regional Fixed Eects
Units

Number of matched

Matching 1:N

Matching 1:1

Mean

Std. Dev.

Median

Mean

Std. Dev.

Median

Mean

Std. Dev.

Median

-

-

-

-

1.66

0.85

1

1

0

0

km

-

-

-

15.48

10.23

14.06

16.29

11.08

14.81

766

3, 410

1, 870

601

2, 820

192

528

2, 140

194

135

922

26.5

102

790

27.1

88.3

668

27.3

1, 220

3.780

320

953

2890

354

895

2.660

352

%

47.14

16.42

46.37

46.59

12.80

45.83

46.43

12.55

45.74

%

40.13

11.93

38.95

39.89

9.41

39.18

40.05

9.47

39.36

%

13.54

8.81

12.28

13.34

5.99

12.77

13.41

5.83

12.90

%

5.71

4.33

4.66

5.24

3.02

4.62

5.16

2.99

4.54

%

2.52

0.62

2.53

2.53

0.46

2.54

2.52

0.44

2.53

banks
Distance

between

reference bank and
matched banks
Total loans

million
euros

Total capital

million
euros

Total assets

million
euros

Ratio of corporate
loans to total loans
Ratio of deposits to
total assets
Ratio of fee income
to interest income
and fee income
Ratio of o-balance
sheet

activities

to

total assets
Net interest margin
to total assets
Number of observa-

123,592

87,823

tions

Table 5: Summary Statistics
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75,397

A.2 Estimation Results for all Banks with Corporate Loans as
the Dependent Variable
We estimate equations 1 and 2 for all banks using corporate loans as the dependent variable. Table 6 shows the regression results for the regional xed eects and the matching
regressions.

Coecients

β
δ1
δ2
δ3
δ4
α
R2
N
βadj

Regional Fixed Eects

Matching 1:N

Matching 1:1

0.086∗∗∗
(0.007)
0.594∗∗∗
(0.036)
0.097∗∗
(0.040)
−0.051
(0.041)
−0.003
(0.024)
0.015∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.450
123, 141
0.236∗∗∗
(0.025)

0.094∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.632∗∗∗
(0.003)
0.030∗∗∗
(0.004)
−0.011∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.048∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.065∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.642∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.049∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.002
(0.004)
−0.047∗∗∗
(0.003)

-

-

0.447
87, 651
0.250∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.469
75, 247
0.183∗∗∗
(0.012)

Note: The table shows results for the regional xed eects and the
matching regressions for all banks. The dependent variable for the
xed eects regression is lit and for the matching regressions lit −lmt
with l denoting the cyclical component of domestic corporate loans.
β is the on-impact coecient on bank capital while βadj is adjusted
for past loan dynamics (δ1 to δ4 ). The regional xed eects regression includes an interaction term of regional and year xed eects,
and standard errors are clustered at the regional district level. The
standard errors for the adjusted elasticities are computed using the
delta method. The parameters for the interaction terms are not reported for the regional xed eects regression, but they are jointly
signicant when performing a standard Wald test. Note that we
keep four lags of the dependent variable as explanatory variables
since they are jointly signicant for all three specications. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Coecients with *, **, ***
are signicant at then 10 %, 5 %, and 1 % level respectively using
standard t-distribution.
Table 6: Results for the regional xed eects and the matching regressions for all banks
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B

German Banking System

The German system of universal banks consists of three pillars: savings banking sector,
cooperative banking sector and private commercial sector. The savings banking sector includes medium-sized savings banks as well as large Landesbanks as money center banks
which are owned by governments at the city-, county-, or state-level.

The cooperative

banking sector comprises rather small cooperative banks and a few large money center banks, while the private commercial sector consists of medium-sized private regional
banks and large internationally active institutions. All three pillars dier in ownership
structures, geographical reach and core business model (e.g. Brunner, Decressin, Hardy,
and Kudela (2004)). For savings and cooperative banks the regional demarcation principle ensures that such institutions do not engage in competition with each other since
they should carry out their public responsibilities and serve the interest of their owners,

22

respectively.

Over the last two decades the German system of universal banks has been

subject to changes including a substantial merger wave throughout the 1990s (e.g. Koetter (2005, 2008)). Hence, in the German banking sector the number of universal banks
has decreased from 3,195 banks in 1998 to 1,787 banks in 2013.

23

It needs to be empha-

sized that the drastic reduction of monetary nancial institutions in Germany since the
early 1990s has not resulted in a signicant reduction of banking activities. The German
banking system saw many mergers that were motivated by economies of scale and/or to
resolve bank distress.

C

Delta Method

If a sequence of

K×1

random vectors

zn

is root-n asymptotically normally distributed

with

√
d
n (z̄n − µ) →
− N (0, Σ) ,
where

n

is the total number of observations,

the variance-covariance matrix, and if
then

g (zn )

µ

is a vector of population means and

(16)

Σ

is

g (zn ) is a set of continuous dierentiable functions,

is root-n asymptotically normally distributed with

√



d
n [g (z̄n ) − g (µ)] →
− N 0, G (µ) ΣG (µ)0 ,

(17)

∂g(µ)
as seen in Greene (2012). In order
∂µ0
to compute the standard errors for the long-run coecients in our regressions, we take
where

G (µ)

is the matrix of partial derivatives

22 In

contrast to the private sector, savings and cooperative banks are not strictly prot maximizing
and allowed to only operate in geographically segmented markets which limits these banks' activities to
their designated regions.
23 In 2013 there were 277 Commercial banks, 430 Savings banks and Landesbanks, and 1,080 Cooperative
banks while in 1998 there were 328 Commercial banks, 607 Savings banks and Landesbanks, and 2,260 Cooperative banks ; see Deutsche Bundesbank (2014, 2000). Note that, in addition to universal banks, there
are also specialized banks such as Mortgage banks, Credit institutions with special functions as well as
Building and loan associations in Germany which are not included in this study.
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the partial derivatives of the estimated long-run coecient

βˆSS =

β̂
1 − δˆ1 − δˆ2 − δˆ3 − δˆ4

(18)

with respect to the parameters of the regression equation. The derivatives are combined
in the vector

g.

For the xed eects regression, the vector of partial derivatives is



∂ βˆSS
1
, c1 , c1 , c1 , c1 , 0
g =
= 0,
∂b0
1 − δˆ1 − δˆ2 − δˆ3 − δˆ4
h
i
β̂
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
b = α̂, β̂, δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , δ4 , ρˆit and c1 =
2 . For the matching
ˆ
ˆ
(1−δ1 −δ2 −δˆ3 −δˆ4 )
0

where

(19)

regressions,

the vector of partial derivatives is



∂ βˆSS
1
g =
, c2 , c2 , c2 , c2
=
∂b0
1 − δˆ1 − δˆ2 − δˆ3 − δˆ4
h
i
β̂
b = β̂, δˆ1 , δˆ2 , δˆ3 , δˆ4 and c2 =
2 . Using (17), we
(1−δˆ1 −δˆ2 −δˆ3 −δˆ4 )
0

where

(20)

can compute the

asymptotic variance for the estimated long-run coecient as

0

h

2

0

g s (X X)
where scalar

s2

is the estimated error variance,

number of observations and
s2 is computed as follows:

K

i

g,

X(nT ×K )

(21)

is the data matrix,

nT

is the

is the number of variables in the regression.

s2 =
where

−1

e0 e
,
n−K

e(nT ×1) is the vector of least squares residuals from equation e = y−Xb.

Therefore,

the dimension of the asymptotic variance estimator of the long-run coecient is a scalar.

D

Data and Data Processing

All supervisory micro data are provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank.

In particular,

we use portfolio-level data from the Bundesbank's Borrowers' Statistics, as well as bank
balance sheet data from the Bundesbank's prudential database BAKIS (including the auditors' reports, "Sonderdatenkatalog", with information on the prot and loss accounts).
The data set is available from 1998 to 2013. Our dependent variable, loans

l,

represents

total loans to domestic households and enterprises including mortgage loans. Capital

cap

is total bank capital. Both loans and capital have been deated using the GDP deator
on the state level. In the case of bank mergers, we articially create a third bank from
the year of the merger in the dataset. The merger treatment procedure increases the total
number of banks in the data set (i.e. the merger treatment causes the number of banks to
exceed the maximum number of banks in a given year). For the matching regressions, we
match banks based on their geographic coordinates and business model characteristics.
Therefore, we convert street addresses of banks to longitude and latitude coordinates using

30

"Google geocoding".
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Then, for each bank, we perform distance matching by nding 10

25

banks that have minimum distance to the reference bank.

Of these 10 banks, only those

that have a similar business model as the reference bank are kept in the matched set,
similarity being evaluated with balance sheet, o-balance sheet and prot and loss data.
First, and similar to Carlson et al. (2013), we retain only those banks in the matched
set, whose total assets are within the range of one third to three times the total assets of
the reference bank. Second, we compare several ratios dening a bank's business model:
the ratio of corporate loans to total loans, the share of fee income to the sum of interest
income and fee income, the ratio of total o-balance sheet activities to total assets, the
ratio of deposits to total assets, the net interest margin to total assets, and the ratio of
interbank liabilities to total interest-bearing liabilities. We then compute the sum of the
standardized squared dierences between the ratios of each bank and the reference bank,
standardizing the variance of each ratio to 0.01. Hence, the sum of squared dierences
indicates the discrepancy between the reference bank's and the matched bank's business
models.

Due to the normalization of the ratios' variance, the threshold for the sum of

standardized squared dierences in order for the bank to be kept in the matched set
is 0.06. The reference bank is compared either to a single bank (1:1-matching), i.e. the
bank's best match, or to a group of banks, i.e. those banks that remain in the matched
set (1:N-matching). Since the matching procedure is performed for each quarter and each
bank, the number of banks

E

N

in the match varies over time and between banks.

Theoretical Model

We modify the model by Gertler and Karadi (2011) to make it exible enough to integrate
the partial equilibrium elasticity from the microeconomic estimations.

E.1 Households
Households maximize intertemporal utility subject to their budget constraint. As in GK,
they face habit formation. Thus, the optimal labor supply equation is

where

%t

Wt

is the real wage,

Lt

%t Wt = χLϕt ,

(22)

χ

is a weight in the utility function and

is the labor input,

is dened as follows:

%t = (Ct − hCt−1 )−1 − βhEt (Ct+1 − hCt )−1 .

(23)

The Euler consumption equation is

Et βΛt,t+1 Rt+1 = 1.

(24)

with the stochastic discount factor

%t+1
.
%t
24 The geocoding is performed in Stata using the command geocode3.
25 We use Roy Wada's distmatch command in Stata.
Λt,t+1 =
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(25)

E.2 Financial Intermediaries
We modify the nancial intermediary's problem in order to be exible enough for our
calibration. Gertler and Karadi's baseline model is nested. Banker

j 's

net worth is

Njt+1 = (Rkt+1 − Rt+1 ) Qt Sjt + Rt+1 Njt
= [(Rkt+1 − Rt+1 ) φjt + Rt+1 ] Njt
φjt =

(26)
(27)

ηt
.
λ (Sjt ) − vt

(28)

In contrast to GK, we assume that the fraction of assets that a banker can divert (λ (Sjt )) is a function of its balance sheet size.
0
ting λ (Sjt ) = 0.

GK's model is nested by set-

As in Gertler and Karadi (2011), we dene

vt = Et [(1 − θ) βΛt,t+1 (Rkt+1 − Rt+1 ) + βΛt,t+1 βθκt,t+1 vt+1 ] ,

(29)

and

κt,t+1 =

φt+1
zt,t+1 .
φt

(30)

Further, we dene

ηt = Et [(1 − θ) + βΛt,t+1 βθzt,t+1 ηt+1 ] ,

(31)

zt,t+1 = (Rkt+1 − Rt+1 ) φt + Rt+1 .

(32)

with

As GK, we assume that new bankers enter the market. Their net worth is

Nnt = ωQt St−1 .

(33)

In GK, the size of banks is irrelevant because the leverage ratio is the same and
independent of bank size. Thus, GK do not have to keep track of the size distribution.
0
However, equation (28) shows that the leverage ratio is a function of bank size if λ (Sjt ) 6=

0.

In order to prevent a complex heterogenous agents model (with a distribution of banks

with dierent sizes), which would be dicult to compare to the baseline GK model, we
use two assumptions. First, we assume that all banks in the market start with an equal
size. As equation (32) shows, surviving banks' assets grow at rate

z.

stationarity of the model, we assume that the asset diversion function

Second, to ensure

λ (Sj )

grows along

this balanced growth path (see F.2 for details).
The overall aggregate net worth in the economy is
N

Nt = (Net + Nnt ) expεt ,
where

Net

is the existing net worth,

Nnt

is the newly injected net worth and
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(34)

εN
t

is an i.i.d.

shock to net worth.

E.3 Intermediate Goods Producing Firms
Intermediate goods producing rms buy capital
of goods in period

t + 1.

Kt

at price

Qt

in period

t

for production

They nance their capital acquisition by taking loans

St

from

nancial intermediaries:

Qt Kt+1 = Qt St .

(35)

Intermediate goods producing rms use capital (Kt ) and labor

Lt to produce goods (Yt ).

In addition, they choose an optimal capital utilization rate (Ut ):

Yt = At (Ut ξt Kt )α Lt1−α ,
where

At

is total factor productivity and

distribution in equation 38.

ξt

(36)

is a capital quality shock that follows the

Note that aggregate productivity is subject to aggregate

shocks:
a

a

At = Aρt−1 expεt ,
where

εat

(37)

is an i.i.d. shock.

The aggregate production function is subject to two types of aggregate shocks. First,
aggregate total factor productivity (At ) may vary.
shock

Second, there is a capital quality

ξt .
ξ

ξ

ρ
ξt = ξt−1
expεt ,
where

εξt

(38)

is an i.i.d. shock.

Firms' prot maximization yields the following optimal utilization rate:

Pmt α
where

Pmt

Yt
= δ 0 (Ut ) ξt Kt
Ut

is the price of the intermediate good and

δ 0 (Ut )

(39)
is the rst derivative of the

depreciation rate of capital with respect to the intensity of capital utilization.
The optimal labor demand is

Pmt (1 − α)

Yt
= Wt ,
Lt

(40)

where the marginal product of labor is equal to the wage.
The optimal capital demand is

Rkt+1 =

h
i
Yt+1
Pmt+1 α ξt+1
+
Q
−
δU
ξt+1
t+1
t+1
Kt+1

where the rental price of capital

Qt
Rkt+1

,

is equal to the return on capital.
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(41)

E.4 Capital Producing Firms
GK assume ow adjustment costs of investment, which depend on the net investment
ow. The capital price is

Int + Iss 0
f (.) − Et βΛt,t+1
Qt = 1 + f (.) +
Int−1 + Iss
with

f (1) = f 0 (1) = 0

and



Int + Iss
Int−1 + Iss

2

f 0 (.) ,

(42)

f 00 (1) > 0.

E.5 Retail Firms
Retail rms pick an optimal price level

Pt∗ subject to the Calvo mechanism and indexation.

The rst order condition is

∞
X



i i

γ β Λt,t+i

i=0
where

γ


Pt∗ i
γp
Π
(1 + πt+k−1 ) − µPmt+1 Yf t+i = 0,
Pt+i k=1

is the Calvo probability that prices cannot be adjusted,

indexation and

µ = ε/ (ε − 1) is the mark-up.

γp

(43)

is the degree of

Aggregate prices can then be expressed as

1
h
1−ε i 1−ε
γp
Pt = (1 − γ) (Pt∗ )1−ε + γ πt−1
Pt−1
.

(44)

E.6 Resource Constraints and Policy
The aggregate resource constraint is


Yt = Ct + It + f

Int + Iss
Int−1 + Iss


(Int + Iss ) + Gt ,

(45)

i.e. aggregate output consists of consumption, investment, investment adjustment costs,
and government expenditure.
Capital is the remaining past capital plus the new investment.

The past capital is

multiplied by one minus the depreciation rate and the capital quality shock.

Kt+1 = (1 − δ (Ut )) ξt Kt + It

(46)

The government nances its spending by lump-sum taxation.
Monetary policy follows a Taylor rule with interest rate smoothing:



1 + it
1 + ı̄




=

πt
πt∗

κπ (1−ρ) 

Yt
Yt∗

κy(1−ρ)

i

iρt−1 expεt ,

(47)

is the weight on ination in the Taylor rule, κy is the weight on output, ρ is the
∗
∗
smoothing parameter, πt is the natural level of ination and Yt is the ex-price level of
i
output and εt is the interest rate shock.

where

κπ

In contrast to GK, we do not model any unconventional monetary policy. Real and
nominal interest rates are linked via the Fisher equation:

1 + it = Rt+1 Et πt+1
34

(48)

F

Detailed Derivations

F.1 Partial Equilibrium Elasticity in the Full Model
In the full model, we obtain following equilibrium equation:

λ (Sj ) QSj =

(1 − θ) β [(Rk − R) QSj + RNj ]
.
1 − θzβ

(49)

We dene an implicit function

f := (λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R)) QSj − (1 − θ) βRNj .

(50)

and use the implicit functions theorem:

∂f

∂Sj
∂N
= − ∂fj
∂Nj
∂S
j

=

.

(1 − θ) βR
(λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R)) Q +

∂λ(Sj )
∂Sj

(51)

(1 − θzβ) QSj

This yields the following partial equilibrium elasticity that is displayed in the main text:

∂ ln Sj
λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R)
=
.
∂λ(S )
∂ ln Nj
λ (Sj ) (1 − θzβ) − (1 − θ) β (Rk − R) + ∂Sjj (1 − θzβ) Sj

(52)

F.2 Balanced Growth Path and Bank Size
i

We modify the model by Gertler and Karadi (2011) such that ( ) it can replicate the

ii )

microeconomic elasticities estimated at the bank level and such that (

it remains as

close as possible to the initial model. We choose assumptions that are admittedly ad hoc,
but that prevent a heterogeneous agent banking model. The latter would deviate very
much from Gertler and Karadi (2011). The distribution of dierent bank sizes would have
to be tracked, which is hard to solve numerically and dicult to compare to the initial
model. In what follows, we show our two assumptions to obtain homogeneity of banks
and to ensure a balanced growth path.

F.2.1 Bank Size
In order to impose homogeneity in the banking sector, we use the following assumption:
When the model economy is initiated, all banks start with the same net worth and newly
entering banks have the same net worth as existing banks. In our model, new banks enter
the market. If entering banks had a dierent net worth compared to existing banks, we
would have to keep track of the banks' size distribution and obtain a complex heterogenous
agent model. Therefore, we assume that new banks have the same net worth as existing
banks and thereby we obtain homogeneity.
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F.2.2 Balanced Growth Path
In the model, assets and liabilities at bank

j

grow at gross rate

z

in steady state.

ensure stationarity of the model, we assume that the asset diversion function
grows along the balanced-growth path, namely
steady state realization of the variable at time

0's

0,

perspective. In period

(1 − θ) β

∞
X

λt (Sj,t ) = λ0

t.





Sj,t
zt

, where

t

To

λt (Sj,t )

refers to the

This can be illustrated best from period

the equilibrium incentive compatibility condition is

(θzβ)i [(Rk − R) QSj,i + RNj,i ] = λ0 (Sj,0 ) QSj,0 ,

(53)

i=0
where the left hand side represents the discounted steady state prots (i.e. the value of
the rm) and the right hand side represent the amount of funds a bank can divert.
To illustrate that the diversion function grows along the balanced growth path, let's
have a look at the bank that survived in period 0 from period
in steady state all asset positions are

(1 − θ) β

∞
X

z

1's

perspective. Note that

times larger than in the previous period (i.e.

(θzβ)i−1 [(Rk − R) zQSj,0 + zNj,0 ] = λ1 (zSj,0 ) QzSj,0

zSj,0 )
(54)

i=1
Let us rewrite the equation such that looks as similar as possible to equation (53):

(1 − θ) β

∞
X

(θzβ)i [(Rk − R) QSj,0 + RNj,0 ] = λ1 (zSj,0 ) QSj,0

(55)

i=0
The only dierence is that
assuming that

λ1 is now


λt (Sj,t ) = λ0

Sj,t
zt

a function of

zSj,0 ,

while

λ0

is a function of

, we ensure that the convexity of

λ

Sj,0 .

By

remains unchanged

along the balanced growth path. However, under business cycle uctuations (as analyzed
in our dynamic simulation), the fraction of assets that can be diverted varies with the size
of assets.
Thus, our assumptions yield a stationary model. Given that we log-linearize around
the steady state in period

0, we omit the time subscript in the λ-function for expositional

convenience.

F.2.3 Implications
Given our two assumptions, it is important to distinguish between the bank level and
the aggregate level of net worth. In steady state, each bank's net worth grows at rate z
in each quarter. However, at the aggregate level net worth remains constant. This may
seem surprising at rst, but keep in mind that banks enter and exit the market in our
model. As surviving (and thereby newly entering) banks are larger than in the previous
period by the growth rate

z,

the number of entering banks is smaller than the number of

exiting banks. This ensures that aggregate net worth is kept constant.
Note that this does not cause any problems for the competitive structure of the banking
market. We start with a banking system with a large number of atomistically small banks.
The number of banks shrinks over time, but it is still large at realistic horizons. Thereby,
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there is no issue of banks obtaining excessive market power, i.e.
banking system is unaected.

the structure of the

It is also worthwhile noting that in line with our model

the number of banks in Germany has been steadily declining over the last decades. The
number of banks decreased from around 3,195 in 1998 to 1,787 in 2013 (see also B.

F.3 The Log-linearized Leverage Equation
We assume that the diversion of funds depends on the asset size:

Ψ
λ (Sjt ) = cSjt

(56)

Thus, the new leverage equation is

Qt Sjt =

ηt
Njt ,
λ (Sjt ) − υt

(57)

ηt
.
λ (Sjt ) − υt

(58)

or

φt =

Log-linearizing the last equation, we obtain:

φ̂t = η̂t −

υ
λ0 (S) λ (S)
λ̂ (sjt ) +
υ̂t .
λ (S) − υ
λ (S) − υ

(59)

For the specic functional form shown in equation (56) we log-linearize and obtain following equation:

λ̂ (Sjt ) = Ψŝjt .
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(60)

